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Access credit ratings and research from one of the world’s most respected ratings authorities.

CreditWire is a Valuable Resource for

Sales and Trading Professionals who need credit ratings to keep on top of market developments.

Underwriters and Originators who use the analyses to help evaluate potential opportunities.

Risk Managers who rely on in-depth credit information to assess exposures for particular counterparties and deals.

Institutional Investors who need current and historical ratings across instruments, entities and sectors.

CreditWire keeps you connected to the fixed-income market and on top of ratings actions as they occur. Comprehensive analysis brings you an understanding of the underlying credit forces and critical trends in the industries you follow.

Broad Coverage

CreditWire provides access to Ratings, Credit News, Summary Analyses, Research Updates, Daily Ratings Screens, and CreditWatch Lists for the Global Issuers, Structured Finance, and U.S. Public Finance sectors.

Detailed Sectors

Global Issuers
- Corporations
- Financial Institutions
- Insurance
- International Public Finance
- Sovereigns
- Utilities

Structured Finance
- Asset-Backed Securities
- Commercial Mortgage-Backed Securities
- Residential-Mortgage Backed Securities
- Structured Credit

U.S. Public Finance
- Appropriation
- Health Care
- Higher Education
- Housing
- Public Finance Structured
- Tax-Secured
- Transportation
- Utilities

Credit News articles highlight changes in ratings and potential changes in ratings direction as well as the factors behind each upgrade, downgrade, and affirmation along with broad-based analyst commentaries with an industry focus.

Summary Analyses and Research Updates focus on particular issuers and examine key risk and performance factors plus a ratings rationale which explores the creditworthiness of a particular issuer and its instruments.

Daily Ratings Screens encompass new and revised ratings on an entity and issue level showing all of the ratings, including upgrades, downgrades, ratings affirmations, and CreditWatch.
Easy to Navigate

- Quickly view the latest S&P Global Ratings Credit News on all the sectors you track, including the time-stamp that an article was posted.
- Select a sector, sub-sector, or industry to:
  - Find the latest ratings actions, news, and analysis.
  - Advance to the next menu level for extensive credit information on a particular sub-sector or industry.
- Save your search criteria for a later date.

Email Alerts

Whether it’s specific rating events such as upgrades or downgrades, or breaking research on a particular sector, sub-sector, region, or country, you can customize CreditWire alerts to automatically email you the information you need as it happens.